Introduction
A common paradigm for scientific computing is distributed message-passing systems, and a common approach to these systems is to implement them across clusters of high-performance workstations. As multi-core architectures become increasingly mainstream, these clusters are very likely to include multi-core machines. However, the theoretical models which are currently used to develop communication algorithms across these systems do not take into account the unique properties of processes running on sharedmemory architectures, including shared external network connections and communication via shared memory locations. Because of this, existing algorithms are far from optimal for modern clusters. Additionally, recent attempts to adapt these algorithms to multicore systems have proceeded without the introduction of a more accurate formal model and have generally neglected to capitalize on the full power these systems offer. We propose a new model which simply and effectively captures the strengths of multi-core machines in collective communications patterns and suggest how it could be used to properly optimize these patterns.
Collective Communications and Models
Distributed systems computations typically follow the SPMD programming model. Problems in this paradigm are solved by parallel processes which interact frequently, completing small pieces of the problem and then exchanging information with other processes before proceeding. When these communications involve a large number of processes, a collective communication algorithm is used to optimize the communication pattern. Examples of collective communications are: broadcast, in which one process shares a piece of information with all other processes; gather, in which one process gathers a piece of information from every other process; and all-to-all, in which every process simultaneously broadcasts to all other processes. To perform any of these operations optimally in an arbitrary network is NP-complete.
Models have been created which abstract message costs and network behavior in order to provide a theoretical framework for developing communication algorithms. The simplest of these models is sometimes referred to as the "telephone model". In this model, processes and network connections are represented by nodes and edges, respectively, in an undirected graph. Communication proceeds in discrete "rounds" with nodes able complete one message transfer across one network connection each round. Algorithm complexity is measured in the number of rounds to completion, and time estimates for real systems are attained by assigning a round duration which reflects the processing speed of the nodes and the latency of the network. As no more than two messages can be on any network link simultaneously, the telephone model is effective under very conservative bandwidth limits.
However, a commonly noted shortcoming of this model is that its assumptions are too conservative. Later models have eliminated discrete rounds and introduced parameters for message send cost, message receive cost, and network latency. Thus, if the time taken to send a message is less than the latency of the network, the sending node may proceed to send additional messages before its original message is received. One very popular model, the LogP model, introduces two significant features. It neglects the underlying topology of the network, assuming each process may communicate with any other process over a connection with latency L. It also introduces a fourth parameter g which represents the minimum gap between messages on the network, thus limiting the bandwidth of network connections to 1/g [1] .
Issues in Modeling Multi-Core Clusters
Existing models cannot represent the behavior of clusters which include multiple processes executing on the same machine. Consider a broadcast algorithm developed for processes on distinct machines, but applied to a cluster of multi-core machines. Broadcast to n processes traditionally requires at best O(log(n)) messages. However, Open MPI is optimized to broadcast to processes executing on the same machine by placing messages in a shared memory location-only a single message is required [2] . Similarly, a gather algorithm run on a graph model which believes the network latency to be the same for all edges has no preference for communicating between processes on the same machine over sending messages across the network to external processes. This could result in extremely inefficient communication patterns. Additionally, processes running on the same machine must share their computer's external network connections. It is not possible to represent this in either the LogP model or as a traditional undirected graph.
As described in [3] , previous approaches to these problems have focused on hierarchical systems. In these systems, multi-core computers are considered to be single nodes in global communication patterns, and separate internal algorithms complete the communication among their processes. Thus, a broadcast would be performed exactly as though each machine represented a single node in the graph. However, this too overlooks an important feature of multicore nodes: the ability to assemble and send messages in parallel. Open MPI is optimized such that a multi-core machine with n network devices and at least n processes can assemble and send messages out on all n connections simultaneously [2] . Treating multi-core computers as simple nodes overlooks the significant ability of individual processes within the machine to contribute to the global communication pattern.
Our Solution
The three points described above-the ability to write a message to processes in a shared memory machine in constant time, the difference between internal and external communication, and the ability of processes on multi-core machines to communicate in parallel with the outside worldhave a significant impact on the development of efficient algorithms and are not representable in current models. Kumar, et. al. have proposed and tested a simple all-to-all algorithm which took several of these issues into account [3] . They achieved a performance improvement of 55% over commonly used algorithms. An accurate formal model of multi-core clusters will aid the development of communication algorithms which are carefully optimized and proven to run efficiently on modern systems.
Our model introduces three new rules to reflect the behavior of processes on shared memory machines:
• Read Is Not Write: A value can be written to any subset of processes on the same machine in constant time-in writing, a multi-core machine acts as a node. However, reading from these processes requires the time necessary to assemble the message at each process-in reading, a multi-core machine acts as a clique in which nodes share access to external network connections.
• Local Edges Are Short, Global Edges Are Long: Communication between processes on the same machine is considerably more efficient than communication with external processes. The cost model should reflect this by assigning separate edge weights to internal and external edges.
• Parallel Communication: Processes on a multi-core machine may use their machine's external network connections in parallel.
Current and Future Work
Our work to date has used a modified round-based cost model to analyze the broadcast and gather problems in multi-core clusters, including the performance of existing algorithms in our model and the development of algorithms better suited to this new environment.
Certain interesting results are immediately apparent. We define a machine with n network connections and at least n processes to have degree n. Traditionally, optimal gather trees are the inverse of optimal broadcast trees, but this is not necessarily the case with multi-core clusters. A machine with degree n can broadcast efficiently to its n neighbors, but it is unable to simultaneously gather data from both them and its own n processes. Additionally, "fastest node first" is a popular heuristic for broadcast across heterogeneous clusters. However, the similar "highest degree node first" is a poor heuristic for broadcast on non-sparse multicore clusters. In these networks, nearby nodes with high degree are likely to have a large intersection of neighbors, and thus blindly prioritizing high degree nodes may not result in efficient coverage.
In the future, we intend to adapt this work to more realistic cost models and examine more complex communication problems including gossip and all-to-all.
